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Turn Down the Volume….
Peace, tranquility, and stillness settle over your home for the night. But then
you’re rudely awakened by the sounds of loud music from the neighbor next
door, There goes a quiet night's sleep! But it doesn't have to be that way. Just
remember that when you play loud music, your neighbors hear it too! So turn
down the volume, instead of up. They’ll appreciate you for it. This also includes
the music in your cars. Please be considerate of others as you are coming home
in the evenings.
No Trash Allowed
Do you love the beautiful landscape of our community? If so, then remember
that no trash is allowed! That is, empty cups, cans and food wrappers belong in
the trash bin, not on the ground! If you see such materials, pick them up and
throw them away. If you need to discard trash, discard it in the bin. A community
remains beautiful if we do our part to keep it beautiful!
We’re in your Corner
If you ever have any questions about our community or any concerns about your
lease, don’t hesitate to call us, or come into our office. We will do our best to
answer your questions, and we are committed to ensuring that your home here
is a pleasant one.
Staying With Us Doesn't Have to be Expensive
Most people don't look forward to renewing their lease. They're convinced it
means forking out more money. Our residents find great financial incentives for
renewing their release. If your lease is up for renewal in the next few months,
give the office a call to find out about these incentives.
Creative Ways To De-Stress and Re-Energize!
Working long hours all day, rushing the kids to and from school, agonizing over
bills, and keeping a house cleaned while putting food on the table… it’ s enough
to stress you out! But you can revitalize yourself, even if only a few minutes,
using these simple methods. Practice breathing exercises. Take a 10- to 20minute walk or run. Fix yourself a relaxing cup of herbal tea. Take a few minutes
to read something funny. If you have more time, run yourself a nice bubble bath.
Engage in a favorite hobby several times a week. This will help reduce stress
levels while thriving in a hectic world!
Cleaning up after Fido
ATTENTION ALL DOG OWNERS! We love pets; however, we have some rules
that you must adhere to: 1. ALL DOGS must be accompanied by the owner
when outside the residence. Lilburn ordinance requires dogs be on a leash.
2. FECES must be picked up by the owner when walking the dog. Do not allow
your pet to urinate on anyone's porch! This includes bushes adjacent to
someone's porch. There is no reason to leave feces on the lawn anywhere.

Healthy Living Tip

Total Recall Rated PG-13 (August 3, 2012)

The Expendibles 2 Rated R (August 17, 2012)

Welcome to Rekall Inc., the company that can turn your
dreams into real memories. For a factory worker named
Douglas Quaid (Colin Farrell), even though he's got a
beautiful wife (Kate Beckinsale) who he loves, the
mind-trip sounds like the perfect vacation from his
frustrating life - real memories of life as a super-spy might
be just what he needs. But when the procedure goes
horribly wrong, Quaid becomes a hunted man. Finding
himself on the run from the police – controlled by
Chancellor Cohaagen (Bryan Cranston), the leader of
the free world – Quaid teams up with a rebel fighter
(Jessica Biel) to find the head of the underground
resistance (Bill Nighy) and stop Cohaagen. The line
between fantasy and reality gets blurred and the fate
of his world hangs in the balance as Quaid discovers
his true identity, his true love, and his true fate.

The Expendables are back and this time it’s
personal...Barney Ross (Sylvester Stallone), Lee
Christmas (Jason Statham), Yin Yang (Jet Li), Gunnar
Jensen (Dolph Lundgren), Toll Road (Randy Couture)
and Hale Caesar (Terry Crews) -- with newest
members Billy the Kid (Liam Hemsworth) and Maggie
(Yu Nan) aboard -- are reunited when Mr. Church
(Bruce Willis) enlists the Expendables to take on a
seemingly simple job. The task looks like an easy
paycheck for Barney and his band of old-school
mercenaries. But when things go wrong and one of
their own is viciously killed, the Expendables are
compelled to seek revenge in hostile territory where
the odds are stacked against them. Hell-bent on
payback, the crew cuts a swath of destruction
through opposing forces, wreaking havoc and
shutting down an unexpected threat in the nick of
time — six pounds of weapons-grade plutonium;
enough to change the balance of power in the
world. But that's nothing compared to the justice they
serve against the villainous adversary who savagely
murdered their brother.

The Bourne Legacy Rated PG-13 (August 10, 2012)
The fourth installment of the highly successful Bourne
series sees the return of the franchise's screenwriter, Tony
Gilroy, this time stepping into the director's seat for an
entry which sidelines main character Jason Bourne in
order to focus on a fellow estranged assassin (Jeremy
Renner). Edward Norton and Rachel Weisz co-star, with
Joan Allen and Albert Finney reprising their roles from the
previous films.

The Campaign No Rated (August 10, 2012)
When long-term congressman Cam Brady (Will Ferrell)
commits a major public gaffe before an upcoming
election, a pair of ultra-wealthy CEOs plot to put up a
rival candidate and gain influence over their North
Carolina district. Their man: naïve Marty Huggins (Zach
Galifianakis), director of the local Tourism Center. At first,
Marty appears to be the unlikeliest possible choice
but, with the help of his new benefactors’ support, a
cutthroat campaign manager and his family’s political
connections, he soon becomes a contender who
gives the charismatic Cam plenty to worry about. As
Election Day closes in, the two are locked in a dead
heat, with insults quickly escalating to injury until all they
care about is burying each other.

If you like games, then this is your website.
GameHuddle.com is gaming social network
that allows you to share your gamer ids, show
off your game collection, review games, read
game articles, and find other gamers.
A great way to hook
up with people to
play Call of Duty IV
Modern Warfare or
talk about the good
old days of playing
Everquest.

Hit & Run Rated R (August 24, 2012)
Charlie Bronson (Dax Shepard), a former getaway
driver busts out of the Witness Protection Program to
drive his girlfriend (Kristen Bell) to Los Angeles so she
can land her dream job. Their road trip grows
awkwardly complicated, when they are chased by
the feds (led by Tom Arnold), and increasingly
dangerous, when Charlie’s former gang of criminals
(led by Bradley Cooper) enter the fray.

Lawless Rated R (August 29, 2012)
Follows the true story of the infamous Bondurant
Brothers: bootlegging siblings who made a run for the
American Dream in Prohibition-era Virginia. In this epic
gangster tale, inspired by true-life tales of author Matt
Bondurant’s family in his novel "The Wettest County In
The World," the loyalty of three brothers is put to the
test against the backdrop of the nation’s most
notorious crime wave.

While you may have an ambitious
weight loss goal, it is best to lose
the weight slowly. One pound
every week or two is a good goal
to set. Researchers have shown
that those people who lose weight
slowly have the best success rate
at keeping it off long-term. By
focusing on slow weight loss, you
will be able to incorporate lifestyle
changes gradually, making it more
likely you will stick to them.

Home Tip

You won’t save any time drying
clothes by overloading your dryer.
A large load can actually take
longer to dry than two smaller
loads because an overcrowded
dryer does not allow the clothing
to tumble properly. There will also
be less efficient air flow. On the
other hand, drying only one or two
items is not efficient either, as
there will not be enough
tumbling action.

Organizing Tip

You can make a compact first aid
kit by starting with an empty baby
wipes container. This plastic box
is the perfect size to store essentials such as bandages, sterile
gauze pads, adhesive tape,
scissors, and antibiotic ointment.
You can also add some burn
cream, small bottles of pain
reliever, tweezers, anesthetic
spray, and some rubber gloves.
Keeping it all in the wipes
container means that you will
have everything ready whenever
you need it.

Car Tip

One early indicator of engine
trouble is a decrease in your gas
mileage. You can see this change
if you keep a simple log book in
your vehicle. Every time you fill
up, jot down the number of gallons
you put in your car and your car’s
mileage. You can then figure the
gas mileage. Watch for any trends
of decreasing efficiency and mention it to your mechanic if you see
a significant change.

If you are getting free checking at your bank, make sure you
understand the terms and conditions of the account. Many
banks require you to keep a large amount of money in the
account in order to qualify for the free checking. If that
money is not earning interest, it could cost you. It can also
affect you if you do fall below that minimum, with fees that
add up each month. Look for a bank that has a low or no
minimum.

Getting It All Done
Do you find yourself constantly putting things
off? You are not alone! September 6th is Fight
Procrastination Day. Everyone suffers from
procrastination at one time or another. For
some, it is an ongoing battle. There are ways,
however, to jump-start your to do list.
Break tasks down into small tasks.
Saying you need to organize your kitchen
cabinets can seem like a huge job, but organizing just your silverware drawer may not be so
bad. For every big job, make a list of all the
parts that need to be done and tackle them one
by one. Pretty soon, your big job will be
completed without feeling so big.
Know your weaknesses.
Take a moment to think about your worst source
of procrastination. Is it doing the laundry,
making sales calls, planning for dinner? Make
this job your number one priority of the day. By
accomplishing this task first, you will free
yourself up to move forward without it hanging
over your head.
Do you have 15 minutes to spare?
Even in the busiest schedule, most people can
find 15 minutes a day. Budget this short time to
tackling a project that you’ve really wanted to
get done, but never seem to get to. It seems
like a short time, but it is amazing what can be
accomplished in this short time. You may find
that you spend even longer working on your
project once you get started.
Reward yourself for a job well done.
Plan something nice for yourself—a movie, a
special meal, a weekend away--but only do this
if the project you’ve been putting off gets done.
Share your goals with someone close to you
and you will get encouragement along the way.
Cure the problem.
Recognize that while procrastination may be
caused by simple laziness or boredom, often it
is a sense of fear that keeps us from getting
started. You may also feel overwhelmed or
stressed in general. Take some time to examine
whether eliminating some other tasks might
help you feel less pressured. If it is fear that is
stopping you, working through that anxiety first
will help you prepare to get the job done. Most
importantly, be ready to admit if the job you are
trying to accomplish is really necessary after all.
You may find that it is something you’d like to
get done, but that doesn’t really need to be
finished. Giving yourself a break may be the
best way to get motivated in the long run, as
you will be doing projects when you are more
interested in them.

Many people don’t go camping because they are intimidated by the need to purchase equipment
and learn how to use it all. But it is not difficult and shouldn’t be a reason to forgo the joys of
camping with your family. These tips will help you on your way to enjoying the great outdoors.
Start with the tent.
You should have a good tent, a tarp to place under your tent, and a hammer to get your stakes
into the ground. Before heading out on your first camping trip, pitch your tent in your backyard.
You might even want to spend the night in it to get you and your family used to it and to work out
any kinks with set up and break down. This is particularly helpful for families with smaller children
who might be frightened by the idea of sleeping outside. Once your tent is up for the first time,
seal each seam with a waterproof sealer to help keep the rain out.
Make your bed.
Get sleeping bags that are rated for the type of weather you will encounter. If you are heading
to a higher elevation, be aware that nights can sometimes be downright chilly. If you are camping
in a warm locale, you may not need a sleeping bag rated for lower temperatures, which can save
you money. If you are uncomfortable sleeping on the ground, invest in a sleep pad or even an air
mattress. Don’t forget the pillows too.
Prepare for camp cooking.
You don’t need fancy equipment to cook a great meal at your campsite. A stove with propane fuel
and a few pots will do just fine. You should try out your stove in your backyard before using it at
your campsite. Pack cold food in a durable cooler and don’t forget the matches. Bring some
comforts of home by packing a cutting board, a good knife, aluminum foil, paper towels, a few
cooking utensils, a dish pan, and some dish towels.
Don’t forget the details.
There are some items you won’t want to forget. These include sunscreen and insect repellent, a
camp lantern or a couple of flashlights, a first aid kit, trash bags, hand wipes, lots of drinks, and
of course, your camera. You may also want to bring a small pad of paper and a pen to jot down
things you want to bring on your next trip. Each family packs differently and it may take a couple
of trips to really know what you need to bring and what you can leave behind.

1.

True/False: A strong cup of tea has the same amount of caffeine
as a cup of coffee.
2. How long does it take the human body to clear itself of caffeine?
3. What percentage of Americans consume caffeine every day?
4. What percentage of sodas contain caffeine?
5. True/False: Caffeine is on the International Olympic Committee’s
list of prohibited substances.
6. Which has more caffeine: dark or medium roasted coffee?
7. Coffee processors used to discard the caffeine they obtained
through the decafeinating process. They don’t now. What do
they do with it?
8. The average cup of coffee contains about 125 milligrams of
caffeine. How much is in the average chocolate bar?
9. How many cups of coffee would you have to drink in rapid
succession before reaching a lethal dose of caffeine?
10. How long does it take for caffeine to have an effect on your
nervous system once ingested?
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If your friend is
approved and joins
our community, you will
receive $200 off of
your rent (*Restrictions Apply)
Call the office for
details!

